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Abstract
Highlighting the neurological basis of normal face processing and its abnormalities in ASD seems crucial because
of its percussions on symptomatology and the management plan of autistic children. Human face processing that
has been proven to be compromised in many autistic individuals is pivotal for proper social interactions. Such
spontaneous perceptual task in normal children is carried out by face processing areas of the brain as fusiform
gyrus, superior temporal sulcus, and amygdala. Behavioral, electrophysiological, and neuroimaging studies showed
evidences of dysfunction of such areas in many autistics who often focus on face periphery and cannot interpret that
it tells something about a person’s state of mind. Very early targeted intervention can stimulate face processing
areas of the brain during the early developmental phases of social brain circuitry which in turn will help autistics to
pay attention to faces and learn how to understand emotional expressions. Eventually, prevention or at least
significant amelioration of both the spectrum and severity of autistic symptomatology might be possible.
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Introduction
Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a lifelong neurodevelopmental
disorder that is characterized by impaired social and communicative
abilities as well as restricted, repetitive, stereotyped pattern of
behaviors, interests, and activities. Significant difficulties in social
interactions in autistics are manifested mainly by impairment in eye to
eye contact, social reciprocity, and response to emotional cues [1-3].
Face perception is an individual’s understanding and interpretation
of the face, especially the human face, in conjunction with the related
information processing in the brain. In general, it is very important in
individual’s social interaction but it is a complex perceptual function
with extensive involvement of different areas in the brain which when
damaged can lead to specific impediment in understanding and
interpretation of faces; i.e. prosopagnosia [4].
Highlighting the neurological basis of normal face processing and
its abnormalities in ASD seems crucial as aberrant face processing has
been claimed to be an important neuro-psychopathological
mechanism behind social impairment in autistics with subsequent vital
percussions on their management plan [5].

Face processing in normal individuals
Naturally, humans have the ability to read others’ facial expressions
with figuring out the feelings they convey and the state of mind they
reflect. Face processing in humans is a cornerstone of most social
interactions and orientation to others’ people eyes is an innate social
programming in humans [6-8].
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Neural systems responsible for face processing are present early in
life; accordingly its impairment reflects an early dysfunction of such
early developed brain circuits. Normal neonates show visual preference
for faces and fast face recognition [9-11]. By the age of 6 months,
typically developing infants exhibit specific brain responses, which
have been documented by event related potentials (ERPs), to different
facial expressions such as familiar versus unfamiliar faces or fearful
versus unfearful or neutral faces. Such early face processing abilities are
vital for interpretation of emotional expressions and sharing attention
and interests with others [12-16].
Furthermore, in typically developing infants and children, Positron
Emission Tomography (PET) and Functional Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (FMRI) revealed significant activation of the right fusiform
gyrus of the occipitotemporal cortex (also known as occipitotemporal
gyrus) during perception of upright faces compared to non-facial
stimuli, inverted or scrambled faces [5,17-19]. Meanwhile, superior
temporal sulcus (STS) has been found to be involved in interpretation
of facial movements (eyes and mouth) and understanding the meaning
of stories and cartoons involving humans, causality, intentionality, and
self-perspective [3,19,20]. On the other hand, amygdala; a set of subcortical nuclei and a component of the limbic system, has been found
to be engaged in understanding familiar faces or those conveying
emotional contents. Amygdala is important in both perceiving others
and having oneself emotional behaviors and feelings like anger and
fear [21,22].

Social motivation hypothesis in ASD
Behavioral, electrophysiological, and neuroimaging studies showed
evidences of dysfunction of face processing areas in autistics who often
focus on face periphery and cannot interpret that it tells something
about a person’s state of mind [23-25]. Human face processing that was
proved to be compromised in many autistic individuals is crucial for
proper social interactions. On the other hand, early experience plays a
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crucial role for the normal development of many perceptual and
cognitive functions including face perception. Accordingly, aberrant
face processing may act as a cause (innate dysfunction of face
processing areas of the brain) as well as a consequence of reduced

social interest in autistics. Such concept can add to the understanding
of the background of one of the main diagnostic features of ASD and
in addition, it proposes vital percussions on its management (Figure 1)
[26-29].

Figure 1: Diagrammatic illustration of social motivation hypothesis of Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD).

Face processing in autistics
Autistics were found to have significant impairment of social
interaction manifested mainly by poor eye to eye contact, impaired
social reciprocity, and impediment in response to emotional cues [1-3].
Early failure to attend to others’ people faces and speech has been
documented in retrospective studies of home videotapes of first
birthday parties of infants who were later diagnosed as autistics [30].
By the age of 2 to 3 years autistic children show a wide range of social
dysfunction manifested by impediments in joint attention, imitation,
and emotional reactions [1,24,25,31].

autistic scans unfamiliar faces, the fusiform gyrus fails to activate but
rather object processing areas activate or eccentric patterns of
activation are detected which are variable from one autistic to another
[33-36]. In addition, neuroimaging studies indicated that the autistic
brains fail to recruit face processing areas of the brain (e.g. fusiform
gyrus, STS, and amygdala) with remarkably reduced activity down to
none [33-36] but structurally only the mean volume of amygdala was
found to be lower compared to controls [37].

Genetics of face processing

Face processing which is a spontaneous perceptual task seems to be
significantly difficult in autistics who spend remarkably short times
engaged in face to face eye contact or social interactions in general.
Such impairment in face processing in autistics represents a pivotal
ring in a chain of general dysfunction in the complicated social
circuitry of the brain as individuals with ASD need to learn emotional
expressions and cues that others understand and imitate spontaneously
[24,25,32].

Lawrence et al. [38] reported impaired facial recognition abilities in
Turner syndrome due to impaired amygdala functioning. Recently,
apart from genetic syndromes, facial recognition abilities have been
proven to be heritable in twin studies with independent genetic basis
from other cognitive abilities [39,40].

Interestingly, elementary school age autistics have shown worse
performance on tests of face discrimination and recognition as well as
emotional perception and recognition compared to their mental and
chronological age matched counterparts. From the age 4 years to
adulthood, an event related potential component (N170) is activated
preferentially to faces in typically developing individuals while autistics
as young as 3 years of age have been found to show atypical ERPs to
faces and facial expressions but not to objects. For instance, when an

Many studies have demonstrated higher than normal prevalence of
autism related functional neurological impairment (dysfunction)
among relatives of autistics (parents, siblings). Determination of
autism genetically related quantitative traits (endophenotypes) is a
methodology of discovery of its susceptibility genes; face processing
impairment is one of these traits. Such discovery might lead to the
identification of neonates at high risk to develop autism [41,42].
Implementation of very early targeted intervention for those neonates
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Evidence for face processing impairment among first degree
relatives of autistics
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could provide a very effective stimulation during the period of early
developing social brain circuitry. Activities which are suitable for the
developmental stage of infants at risk are highly advisable to be
planned with doing all efforts to engage them in. Such strategy could
prevent or at least ameliorate the spectrum and severity of autistic
symptomatology [14,43].

Impact of social motivation hypothesis on management of
ASD
Social motivation hypothesis paved the way for the policy of
implementation of early targeted intervention for autistic infants to
prevent or at least ameliorate face processing impairment (face
recognition, discrimination, and interpretation of emotional cues).
Early intervention techniques depend on directing the child’s attention
to faces and speech during different everyday activities (e.g. biting,
combing, coloring, drinking, clapping, hugging, smiling, laughing, and
crying) and positively reinforcing them for doing so. Accordingly,
social interactions become meaningful and rewarding to the child.
Such very early targeted intervention can stimulate face processing
areas of the brain during the early developmental phases of social brain
circuitry which in turn will help autistics to pay attention to faces and
learn how to understand emotional expressions [26-28,43,44].
Although ASD is still a mysterious disorder in many aspects, it is
worthy to do our best to give the autistics the chance to see our world
and to be engaged in. Believing that whenever there is help, there is
hope can make a huge difference for autistics and their caregivers.

Conclusion
Significant difficulties in social interactions in autistics are
manifested mainly by impairment in eye to eye contact, social
reciprocity, and response to emotional cues. Highlighting the
neurological basis of normal face processing and its abnormalities in
ASD seems crucial as aberrant face processing has been claimed to be
an important neuro-psychopathological mechanism behind social
impairment in autistics with subsequent vital percussions on their
management plan. Human face processing; a spontaneous perceptual
task in normal children, is carried out by many face processing areas of
the brain such as fusiform gyrus, superior temporal sulcus, and
amygdala. Behavioral, electrophysiological, and neuroimaging studies
showed evidences of dysfunction of such areas in autistics who often
focus on face periphery and cannot interpret that it tells something
about a person’s state of mind. Very early targeted intervention can
stimulate face processing areas of the brain during the early
developmental phases of social brain circuitry which in turn will help
autistics to pay attention to faces and learn how to understand
emotional expressions. Eventually, prevention or at least significant
amelioration of both the spectrum and severity of autistic
symptomatology might be possible.
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